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Polarization squeezing of intense pulses with a fiber-optic Sagnac interferometer
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We report on the generation of polarization squeezing of intense, short light pulses using an asymmetric
fiber-optic Sagnac interferometer. The Kerr nonlinearity of the fiber is exploited to produce independent
amplitude squeezed pulses. The polarization squeezing properties of spatially overlapped amplitude squeezed
and coherent states are discussed. The experimental results for a single-amplitude squeezed beam are compared
to the case of two phase-matched, spatially overlapped amplitude squeezed pulses. For the latter, noise vari-

ances of23.4 dB below shot noise in theŜ0 and theŜ1 and of 22.8 dB in theŜ2 Stokes parameters were
observed, which is comparable to the input squeezing magnitude. Polarization squeezing, that is, squeezing

relative to a corresponding polarization minimum uncertainty state, was generated inŜ1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonclassical polarization states of light have recen
been the subject of a number of theoretical and experime
papers in the framework of quantum information@1–4#. Po-
larization squeezing was first discussed by Chirkin@5#. This
theoretical proposal used the nonlinear cross-Kerr (x3) effect
with special requirements on the nonlinear coefficients
achieve noise reduction in polarization variables, i.e.,
Stokes operators. The first experimental realization of po
ization squeezing@1# used an elegantly simple schem
where a squeezed vacuum was spatially overlapped wit
orthogonally polarized strong coherent beam on a 50
beam splitter. This experiment sought to map the polariza
state of light, an information carrier, onto the spin state o
macroscopic atomic ensemble, which could be used a
quantum memory or as a quantum information processor@1#.
Prior to this experiment in the late 1980s, the combination
squeezed vacuum and coherent beam of orthogonal pola
tion was used to enhance the sensitivity of a polarizat
interferometer for high-precision phase measurements@6#.
However, at that time the nonclassical polarization proper
of the light field used were not recognized and results w
attributed to the sub-shot-noise vacuum input, i.e., sing
mode quadrature squeezing.

Interest in nonclassical polarization states has grown
cently, motivated by:~1! the demonstration of the mappin
of quantum state of light onto atoms@1#; ~2! the recognition
that the Stokes operators are conjugate variables that ca
be measured in direct detection, rendering local oscilla
methods unncessary@2,7#; and ~3! the presentation of the
concept of and the criteria for the experimental verificat
of continuous variable polarization entanglement@2#. A
straightforward experimental scheme for the generation
polarization squeezing and entanglement of intense be
was suggested in Ref.@2#. Polarization squeezed light is gen
erated by phase locking two orthogonally polarized inte
amplitude squeezed beams. Continuous variable polariza
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entanglement emerges from the linear interference of
polarization squeezed beams. In both schemes, the req
nonclassical resources can be reduced to as few as one
plitude squeezed beam by substituting coherent or vacu
beams for the others. Depending on the particular comb
tion, this degrades the degree of squeezing or entanglem
This deterioration may be weaker when using low intens
squeezed light@3,4# rather than intense squeezed beams~see
results in this paper!. Using such low intensity beams, pola
ization squeezing of continuous-wave beams was rece
generated, exploiting an optical parametric amplifier@3#, and
was extensively experimentally characterized@8#. In this pa-
per we present results of a polarization squeezing experim
with pulsed light and devote special attention to the defi
tion of polarization squeezing.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly intr
duces the relevant polarization variables, the Stokes op
tors. The notion of polarization squeezing is also discus
and its specific properties are compared to conventio
quadrature squeezing using practical examples. Section
provides a detailed description of the experimental set
Section IV presents the experimental results on polariza
squeezing using intense pulses. Two different beam com
nations are considered, which lead to the generation of
tinct nonclassical two-modes states:~1! a linearly polarized
intense amplitude squeezed beam combined with a vacu
resulting in sub-shot-noise Stokes variances but not in po
ization squeezing; and~2! polarization squeezed light emerg
ing from the combination of two orthogonally polarized in
tense amplitude squeezed beams. Section V is devoted t
conclusions.

II. THEORY

The classical Stokes parameters are a well-known
scription of the polarization state of light@9,10#. Of interest
to this paper are their quantum counterparts. In direct a
ogy to the classical parameters, we find that the quan
Stokes operators are~see Refs.@2,11# and references therein!

Ŝ05âx
†âx1ây

†ây5n̂x1n̂y5n̂,
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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Ŝ15âx
†âx2ây

†ây5n̂x2n̂y ,

Ŝ25âx
†ây1ây

†âx ,

Ŝ35 i ~ ây
†âx2âx

†ây!, ~1!

whereâx/y and âx/y
† refer to the photon annihilation and cre

ation operators, respectively, of two orthogonal polarizat
modesx andy. n̂x andn̂y are the photon number operators
these modes andn̂ is the total number operator. TheŜ0 op-
erator corresponds to the beam intensity whilstŜ1 , Ŝ2, and
Ŝ3 describe the polarization state. TheŜ0 operator commutes
with the others:

@Ŝ0 ,Ŝj #50, j 51,2,3, ~2!

whereas the remaining operators obey the SU~2! Lie algebra,
as indicated by the commutator

@Ŝ1 ,Ŝ2#52iŜ3 , ~3!

and the cyclics thereof. These nonzero commutators im
the impossibility of simultaneous exact measurement of
operators. It is worth noting that the commutators are ope
tor valued. The commutation relations here are similar
those for spin-12 particles and this fact has already been e
perimentally leveraged in the mapping of the quantum po
ization state of light onto an atomic spin system@1#. As a
result of Eq.~3!, uncertainty relations in the variances of th
operators arise as

V1V2>u^Ŝ3&u2, V3V1>u^Ŝ2&u2, V2V3>u^Ŝ1&u2. ~4!

HereVj refers to variancêŜj
2&2^Ŝj&

2 of the Stokes operato

Ŝj .
A useful aid in visualizing a polarization state and

uncertainties is the quantum Poincare´ sphere@2#. It is defined
as

Ŝ1
21Ŝ2

21Ŝ3
25Ŝ0

212Ŝ0 . ~5!

This differs from the classical definition@10# in the 2Ŝ0 term,
which is a result of the noncommutation of the Stokes
erators. On the Poincare´ sphere, uncertainty regions are d
picted as volumes about the mean values of the operator
shown in Fig. 1. The modes depicted there are:~1! A spheri-
cal uncertainty volume of radiusA3^n& centered on the ra
dial value of^n&, representing an arbitrarily polarized cohe
ent beam and~2! A cigar shaped uncertainty which i
squeezed below the shot noise inŜ0 , Ŝ1, and Ŝ2 and anti-
squeezed inŜ3, depicting an arbitrarily chosen polarizatio
squeezed beam.

A particular advantage of the Stokes operators is that t
can be directly measured using only linear optical eleme
thereby avoiding local oscillator methods@2,7,12#. The re-
quired setups are shown in Fig. 2. Measuring the differe
channel in balanced detection gives theŜ1 parameter. Addi-
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tion of a half wave plate, such that the incoming polarizati
is rotated by 45°, allows for the measurement of theŜ2

operator. Introduction of a quarter-wave plate to theŜ2 setup
such that the wave plate’s axes coincide with those of
polarization beam splitter, permits measurement of theŜ3

parameter. TheŜ0 operator is found in all three setups b
simply measuring the sum channel, though the first one
taken as the standard. This freedom arises from the fact
Ŝ0 represents the total intensity@c.f. Eq. ~1!# and, as such, is
constant for all configurations.

The three operator valued commutation relations of
Stokes operators make the definition of polarizati
squeezed states, such as that in Fig. 1, nontrivial. In con
to the quadrature operators@13#, the coherent polarization
state is not simultaneously a minimum uncertainty st
~MUS! for all Stokes operators. Considering the Stokes
certainty relations in Eq.~4!, the MUS is represented by a
equality sign5 in place of>:

V1V25u^Ŝ3&u2, V3V15u^Ŝ2&u2, V2V35u^Ŝ1&u2. ~6!

The mean values of the third Stokes operator on the rig
hand side of the equations indicate the state dependenc
the MUS. That is, the specific form of the uncertainty re
tions and the MUS are determined by the particular polari
tion state under consideration.

As we investigate the definition of polarization squeezin
let us first consider the quadrature MUS, the coherent mo

uc&5uax&uay&, ~7!

with the Stokes variances

Vj
coh5^n̂x&1^n̂y&5^n̂&, j 51,2,3. ~8!

This incorrectly leads to what seems to be a natural defi
tion for polarization squeezing in analogy to that for quad
ture squeezing:

FIG. 1. The Poincare´ sphere with a coherent state~sphere! and a
polarization squeezed beam~cigar!.
5-2
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FIG. 2. Measurement schemes for the Stokes operators’ variances.
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Vj,Vj
coh5^n̂&, j 51,2,3. ~9!

This suggests that a polarization squeezed state is on
which the variance of a Stokes operatorŜj falls below the
variance of an equally intense coherent mode. A polariza
state obeying Eq.~9! is always a nonclassical state and c
be used to produce quadrature entanglement. However,
definition alone implies nothing more than convention
quadrature or single-mode squeezing observed through
measurement of the Stokes parameter.

The correct definition of polarization squeezing must co
sider the conditions given by the uncertainty relations of E
~4! and the MUS bounds of Eq.~6!. These show that the
coherent state is not a polarization MUS for any pair
Stokes operators. For example, the inequality of Eq.~9! can
hold simultaneously for a pair of Stokes operators for wh
the uncertainty relations are bounded from below by ze
They can then both be measured simultaneously and exa
and the usual concept of squeezing is not applicable. Th
fore, to define a meaningful nonclassical polarization st
the uncertainty relations and the MUS must be taken i
account. Thus we define a polarization squeezed state as
in which one of the Stokes variances lies not only below
coherent limit but also below the respective MUS limit@cf.
Eq. ~6!# @14#:

Vj,u^Ŝl&u,Vk , j ÞkÞ l . ~10!

In this paper the term polarization squeezing is alwa
used in the strict sense of the above definition, Eq.~10!. In
contrast to Eq.~9! this definition is closely related to two
mode squeezing. Note that some papers have used the
in the looser sense of Eq.~9! @2,3#. The implications of the
definition in Eq.~10! and its differences compared to Eq.~9!
will be further investigated by way of three examples.

Before beginning discussion of these examples, amplit
(X̂1) and phase (X̂2) quadrature operators should be intr
duced. These are useful tools to describe the quantum
of light and are particularly advantageous here as our po
ization squeezing is generated from amplitude quadra
squeezing. Thus the operators are@13#

X̂j
15â j

†1â j , X̂j
25 i ~ â j

†2â j !, j 5x,y, ~11!
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using the notation of Eq.~1!. These operators obey the un
certainty relation

V~X̂j
1!V~X̂j

2!>1, ~12!

which implies the impossibility of simultaneous exact me
surement of the operators. For easier use of the quadra
operators we can describe the photon operators by

â j5a j1dâ j , ~13!

wherea is the real, classical amplitude of modej anddâ j is
the corresponding quantum noise operator with a mean v
of zero. Upon substitution into Eq.~11! we find that the
quadrature noise operators are

dX̂j
15dâ j

†1dâ j , dX̂j
25 i ~dâ j

†2dâ j !. ~14!

For an amplitude squeezed beam, varianceV(dX̂j
1) is de-

creased relative to the coherent state whilstV(dX̂j
2) is in-

creased, or antisqueezed. Using this basis we will now l
at three forms of polarization squeezing arising from diffe
ent combinations of amplitude squeezed and coherent be
Their investigation will show why two amplitude squeez
beams are desirable for application of polarization squeez
of intense light.

1. Example 1

The first case we will examine is that of a single, linea
x-polarized, amplitude squeezed beam combined where
y-polarization mode is represented by a coherent vacu
These states are described in the following box:

x-polarization mode y-polarization mode

Amplitude squeezed Coherent vacuum

âx5a1dâx ây5dây

V(dXx
1),1, V(dXx

2).1 V(dXy
1)5V(dXy

2)51

Here the beams have been described as in Eq.~13!. The
resultant variances for the amplitude and phase quadrat
are also shown. The following mean Stokes values are fo
for this beam:
5-3
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^Ŝ0&5ax
2 , ^Ŝ1&5ax

2 ,

^Ŝ2&50, ^Ŝ3&50. ~15!

In the spirit of squeezing relative to the coherent beam@see
Eq. ~9!#, we normalize the variance with respect to the c
herent stateṼj5Vj /Vj

coh5Vj /^n̂&. Thus, a normalized vari
ance of 1 corresponds to a coherent state and a value of
than one indicates squeezing. Correspondingly, the cohe
amplitude is normalized to 1. Substituting the above me
Stokes values into the Stokes uncertainty relations of Eq.~4!
we find

Ṽ1Ṽ2>u^Ŝ3&u250, Ṽ2Ṽ3>u^Ŝ1&u251,

Ṽ3Ṽ1>u^Ŝ2&u250. ~16!

First, we see that operator pairsŜ1 & Ŝ2 and Ŝ1 & Ŝ3
commute, as the uncertainty relations are bounded by z
Thus, values for the operator pairs can be obtained simu
neously and exactly. Second, variablesŜ2 and Ŝ3 are conju-
gate as their uncertainty relation is bounded from below b
nonzero limit. That is, their values cannot be simultaneou
measured to an accuracy better than the state depen
limit. This system of inequalities is similar to the usu
Heisenberg uncertainty relation, for example, of position a
momentum, inasmuch as only one uncertainty relation h
nonzero value. The state’s MUS is found when> is replaced
by 5. Squeezing one of the conjugate variables below
bound results in Heisenberg-like squeezing which requ
the conjugate variable to increase correspondingly, i.e.,Ṽ2

,1,Ṽ3.
The products of these variances can also be calcul

from the quadrature variances given in the box above.
find the following Stokes variances:

Ṽ05V~dXx
1!,1, Ṽ15V~dXx

1!,1,

Ṽ251, Ṽ351. ~17!

These give rise to the following variance products:

Ṽ1Ṽ2<1, Ṽ2Ṽ351, Ṽ3Ṽ1<1. ~18!

These equations show the behavior of the system relativ
the coherent state. In particular, we see thatŜ0 and Ŝ1 are
squeezed in the sense of Eq.~9!, i.e., quadrature squeezing
Since the variances of both the conjugate variablesŜ2 andŜ3
are equal to 1, this state does not exhibit polarization squ
ing. Additionally, we see that this state can only be a mi
mum uncertainty state in the limit of infinite squeezin
@V(dXx

1)→0#. This demonstrates that merely adding va
cum modes to a quadrature squeezed mode does not le
truly multimode effects such as polarization squeezing.
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2. Example 2

In this example a linearlyx-polarized, amplitude squeeze
beam is overlapped with a linearlyy-polarized, equally in-
tense, coherent beam.

x-polarization mode y-polarization mode

Amplitude squeezed Coherent state

âx5a1dâx ây5a1dây

V(dXx
1),1, V(dXx

2).1 V(dXy
1)5V(dXy

2)51

This gives rise to the mean Stokes values seen below:

^Ŝ0&52a2, ^Ŝ1&50,

^Ŝ2&52a2, ^Ŝ3&50, ~19!

which lead to the following uncertainty relations:

Ṽ1Ṽ2>0, Ṽ2Ṽ3>0, Ṽ3Ṽ1>1. ~20!

Again we find commuting operator pairs:Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 and
Ŝ2 and Ŝ3. In this example as a result ofŜ2 being nonzero
rather thanŜ1 , the conjugate variables areŜ1 and Ŝ3. Now
considering the squeezing variances in the box above,
normalized variances are

Ṽ05
V~dXx

1!11

2
,1, Ṽ15

V~dXx
1!11

2
,1,

Ṽ25
V~dXx

1!11

2
,1, Ṽ35

V~dXx
2!11

2
.1. ~21!

Considering the uncertainty relation for the quadrature
erators in Eq.~12!, in conjunction with the variance above
we find the following variance products:

Ṽ1Ṽ2,1, Ṽ2Ṽ3>1, Ṽ3Ṽ1>1. ~22!

In contrast to example 1, not only are bothŜ0 and Ŝ1
squeezed relative to the corresponding coherent state, b
is Ŝ2. Again two of the parameters are conjugate,Ŝ1 andŜ3.

They are indeed found to obey a Heisenberg-like unc
tainty relation and thus polarization squeezing, as in
~10!, is possible, i.e.Ṽ1,1,Ṽ3. It must be noted that de
spite seeing squeezing in three of the four Stokes parame
this squeezing is small with respect to the initial amplitu
squeezing value. This is because of the mixing with the
herent state, the effect of which is in Eq.~21!. For example,
3 dB squeezing inV(dXx

1) gives only 1.25 dB squeezing in

Ŝ0 , Ŝ1, and Ŝ2. Also of interest is the fact that this beam
would exhibit two-mode squeezing if incident on a polar
ing beam splitter at 45° tox andy bases.
5-4
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3. Example 3

In the final example we investigate a case similar to
ample 2, but here both beams are amplitude squeezed
equal squeezing and intensity magnitudes.

x-polarization mode y-polarization mode

Amplitude squeezed Amplitude squeezed

âx5a1dâx ây5a1dây

V(dXx
1),1, V(dXx

2).1 V(dXy
1),1,V(dXy

2).1

The resultant mean Stokes values are

^Ŝ0&52a2, ^Ŝ1&50,

^Ŝ2&52a2, ^Ŝ3&50, ~23!

which give rise to identical uncertainty relations, as in e
ample 2 @see Eq.~20!#. The normalized Stokes variance
derived from the two amplitude squeezed beams are

Ṽ05V~dX1!,1, Ṽ15V~dX1!,1,

Ṽ25V~dX1!,1, Ṽ35V~dX2!.1, ~24!

where the variance products are similar to those in examp
@see Eq.~22!#. We have made use of the fact that the bea
exhibit identical squeezing:V(dXx

1)5V(dXy
1)5V(dX1)

and V(dXx
2)5V(dXy

2)5V(dX2). These results paralle
those in example 2, and polarization squeezing, as in
~10! is again observed inŜ1 with Ŝ3 as its antisqueezed con
jugate. The important difference here, with respect to
ample 2, is thatŜ0 , Ŝ1, and Ŝ2 are squeezed to the sam
extent as the individual amplitude squeezed beams. T
this case holds the greatest promise for quantum informa
and so, is the primary focus of this paper.

Figure 3 illustrates the variances of the different polari
tion squeezed states that have been discussed. The coh
state is represented by the spherical uncertainty volum
Fig. 3~a!. The state in Fig. 3~b! corresponds to example 1, a
amplitude squeezed beam. As such, only squeezing be
the coherent limit is seen and no antisqueezing is pres
indicating no polarization squeezing. Examples 2 and 3
described by Fig. 3~c!, where we see squeezing inŜ1 andŜ2

relative to the coherent bound.Ŝ1 is polarization squeezed a

FIG. 3. Uncertainty shapes for~a! a coherent state,~b! a single
amplitude squeezed beam, and~c! a state composed of two orthogo
nally polarized, phase-matched, amplitude squeezed beams.
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it is a conjugate variable squeezed below its uncerta
limit, and Ŝ3 is correspondingly antisqueezed.

To maximize the available polarization squeezing in o
experiments, we use the superposition of two amplitu
squeezed beams for the generation of polarization sque
light, as in example 3. The above calculations assume a
fect phase alignment between thex- and y-polarization
modes. This raises the question as to what effect an impe
phase match between the pulses has on the squeezing.
assume an anglef between the orthogonally polarize
modes, they are described by

S âx

ây
D 5S ax1dâx

eif~ay1dây!
D . ~25!

Using this to calculate the Stokes operators we find

Ŝ05ax
21axdX̂x

11ay
21aydX̂y

1 ,

Ŝ15ax
21axdX̂x

12~ay
21aydX̂y

1!,

Ŝ252axaycosf1ay~dX̂x
1cosf1dX̂x

2sinf!

1ax~dX̂y
1cosf2dX̂y

2sinf!,

Ŝ352axay sinf1ay~dX̂x
1sinf1dX̂x

2cosf!

1ax~dX̂y
1sinf2dX̂y

2cosf!. ~26!

These give the following mean values:

^Ŝ0&5ax
21ay

2 ,

^Ŝ1&5ax
22ay

2 ,

^Ŝ2&52axay cosf,

^Ŝ3&52axay sinf. ~27!

We see thatŜ0 and Ŝ1 should be phase insensitive in bo
mean and noise. However,Ŝ2 and Ŝ3 are phase sensitive
making good phase stability a requirement.

III. EXPERIMENT

In this work we report on an experiment to produ
quadrature and polarization squeezed light beams by
tially overlapping an intense, amplitude squeezed pulse w
either a coherent vacuum or another amplitude squee
pulse. Polarization squeezing was recently implemented
ing quadrature squeezed continuous-wave light from an
tical parametric oscillator@3#. In contrast, our work takes
advantage of an efficient, pulsed squeezing source affor
by the Kerr nonlinearity of a glass fiber@15–18#. The setup
used is depicted in Fig. 4.

The experiment uses a passively mode-locked Cr41:YAG
laser operated at 1495 nm and a repetition frequency of
MHz @19#. The maximum average power is 95 mW and t
5-5
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pulses have a bandwidth limited hyperbolic-secant sh
with a full width at half maximum of 130–150 fs. Thes
pulses are squeezed utilizing the Kerr effect (x (3) nonlinear-
ity! in an asymmetric fiber-optic Sagnac interferome
@17,18#. The Sagnac loop consists of a 93:7 polarization
dependent beam splitter and 14.2 m of polarization maint
ing fiber with negligible polarization cross talk~FS-PM-7811
from 3M!, chosen for its small mode diameter and thus h
nonlinearity which allows good squeezing at relatively lo
pulse energy. The beam splitter divides a pulse into two p
of unequal energy, which then counterpropagate through
fiber. The strong pulse experiences the fiber nonlinea
much more intensely than the weak pulse, giving rise to
intensity dependent, nonlinear phase shift. In the sing
mode picture described in Ref.@20# this effect squeezes th
circular shaped phase-space uncertainty into a cresc
However, reduced amplitude fluctuations cannot be obse
directly as the deformed uncertainty area is not orien
along the amplitude quadrature direction. Upon interfere
with the counterpropagating weak pulse on the beam spl
after exiting the fiber, the ellipse is reoriented in phase sp
For certain input energies this realignment yields detecta
amplitude squeezing@17#.

Similar to previous experiments by Silberhornet al.
@18,21#, polarization maintaining fiber was used in the Sa
nac interferometer to simultaneously generate two indep
dent, orthogonally polarized, amplitude squeezed pul
Equal squeezing of these pulses was guaranteed by adju
the quarter-wave plates in the birefringence compensa
seen in Fig. 4, which fine tuned the intensity of the tw
polarization modes going into the fiber. Instead of interfer
these two squeezed pulses on a beam splitter after rota
one of the polarizations, as in Ref.@21#, we have brought the
orthogonally polarized, squeezed pulses to spatial and t
poral overlap, thereby generating polarization squeez
Due to the birefringence of the fiber~beat length 1.75 mm a
1495 nm!, a path difference between the polarizations is n
essary for successful overlap. The birefringence compens
accomplishes this by splittingx- and y-polarizations in a
Michelson-interferometer-like setup, introducing a path d
ference of 1.2 cm. Coarse adjustment of the delay is real
using a micrometer table; fine adjustment of the relat
phase is achieved by an actively controlled piezo syst
Placing the birefringence compensator before the Sagna

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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terferometer has the advantage of minimizing losses after
interferometer. This is important because squeezing is
sensitive.

The piezo’s control loop is based on the back reflect
from the Sagnac interferometer. This reflection consists
two components:~1! light reflected from the optical element
without passing through the fiber, and~2! light that has
passed through the fiber and is returned from the interfer
eter’s beam splitter, which has the same polarization stat
the light entering the measurement setup. These two sig
are of approximately equal intensity because the fiber e
are not antireflection coated. The reflected light of~1! is
linearly polarized, in contrast to the slightly elliptical ligh

that exits the fiber, i.e.,~2!. An Ŝ3 ~ellipticity! measurement
is carried out on the back reflection, and so the reflected l

of ~1! plays no role. The value of thisŜ3 measurement is
minimized by the control loop. The loop operates up to s
eral tens of hertz, constrained by the piezo.

A pair of balanced detectors with windowless InxGa12xAs
photodiodes from Epitaxx~ETX-500! were used to measur
the Stokes parameters~cf. Fig. 2!. Saturation of the alternat
ing current~ac! amplifier was avoided by suppression of th
163-MHz laser repetition rate and harmonics using a Che
shev low-pass filter. Measurements of the variances of
Stokes parameters, the sum and difference of the ac sig
of the two detectors, were made on a pair of spectrum a
lyzers. These were operated at 17.5 MHz, where the ext
tion ratio of the detectors was 30 dB. Further, a spectr
analyzer resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz, a video ban
width of 300 Hz, and a sweep time of 10 s were used.

The shot noise for each measurement was determine
the direct current~dc! signals from the detectors, which wer
simultaneously recorded by a digitizing oscilloscope. The
dc values were summed after taking into account the sl
dc gain difference~1:1.005!. From this value the correspond
ing ac noise was derived. This calculation was based o
linear fit to an ac noise power against dc signal plot fo
coherent light beam falling on an individual detector. T
result is, however, not absolutely linear, as seen in Fig. 5.
low input optical powers, deviation due to the detector’s da
noise and imperfect components was seen. For large in
powers the nonlinear behavior is caused by saturation of
ac amplifier. Thus, a fit was made to the middle data regi
For these reasons, this calibration is the largest sourc

FIG. 5. Characteristic of the detector.
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FIG. 6. The variances of the Stokes parameters:~a! Ŝ0, ~b! Ŝ1, ~c! Ŝ2, and~d! Ŝ3 for a bright, amplitude squeezed pulse~i.e., example
1! measured over 10 s; the subtracted electronic noise was at286.2 dB.
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the
error in the experiment, conservatively estimated to
0.2 dB.

IV. RESULTS

We used the above described setup to investigate the c
outlined in examples 1 and 3. The results shown in Fig. 6
for example 1: Anx-polarized, amplitude squeezed pul
combined with a coherent vacuum on the polarization be
splitter in the measurement setup. As expected, bothŜ0 and
Ŝ1 are squeezed relative to the corresponding coherent
limit, by 23.7 and23.6 dB respectively. However, no po
larization squeezing as in Eq.~10! is seen. The remaining
parametersŜ2 andŜ3 are10.1 dB above the coherent leve
This extra noise is primarily due to the detector and th
electronics. The error on these values is60.3 dB, resulting
from the measurement accuracy and the shot-noise calc
tion. Similar results were seen for 45° and circular polariz
beams, whereby the squeezed parameters wereŜ0 & Ŝ2 and
Ŝ0 & Ŝ3 respectively. The shot-noise levels differ slight
between the measurement runs because of laser power
tuations as well as detuning of the setup, in particular,
fiber coupling.

The case outlined in example 3—the overlap of tw
equivalent, amplitude squeezed pulses—was also experim
tally investigated. The results thereof are dispalyed in Fig
In these data series the relative phase of the pulses
locked tof50, giving rise to a linearly polarized beam
45°. Here three of the four Stokes paarameters are squee
Ŝ0 and Ŝ1 by 23.4 dB andŜ2 by 22.8 dB. Ŝ1 is polariza-
01381
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ses
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ht

ir
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d

uc-
e
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.
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ed:

tion squeezed, as its noise value has been brought unde
corresponding minimum bound. The conjugate antisquee

parameter isŜ3 with a value of123.5 dB. It is so large as i
also bears the additional phase noise inherent to squeezi

fibers. It should be remembered that the squeezing inŜ0 and

Ŝ2 is only quadrature squeezing.
The general increase in noise for two pulses, compa

with the single pulse case, has three primary roots. The
is increased sensitivity to slight misalignments and gene
imperfections in the many wave plates. The misalignmen
the wave plates causes a slight mixing of the difference

nal parametersŜ1 , Ŝ2, andŜ3 with each other. Mixing even

a small amount of the antisqueezed parameterŜ3 into the
other parameters causes significant squeezing degrada

The sum signalŜ0 is unaffected by this phenomenon. Se
ond, fluctuations in the laser power cause significant nois
all parameters. This stems from the fact that squeezin
strongly dependent on pulse power. Further complicating
matter, the four beams coupled into the fiber, generally, co
not be coupled in with identical efficiency, giving rise t
small squeezing differences between the polarizations.
third error source, the phase noise, affectsŜ2 andŜ3, as seen
from Eq. ~26!. Whilst f̄50, there is significant noise on th
beam from thermal and acoustic sources, which the ph
control cannot presently cancel. This error source m
greatly affectedŜ2, which is, therefore, significantly noisie
than the others. The phase noise was, in general, ampl
by the misaligned wave plates.

Further error sources in the experiment stem from
5-7
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FIG. 7. The variances of the Stokes parameters:~a! Ŝ0, ~b! Ŝ1 ~polarization squeezed!, ~c! Ŝ2, and ~d! Ŝ3 for two phase locked,
orthogonally polarized, equally bright, similarly amplitude squeezed pulses~i.e., example 3! measured over 10 s; the subtracted electro
noise was at286.2 dB.
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detectors. Saturation at high intensities was problematic,
ticularly in the Ŝ2 measurement where the entire beam f
upon one detector. Of the two detectors used, one ha
noticeably higher saturation level and care was taken to
minate this detector in theŜ2 measurement. The ac gain di
ference between the detectors, approximately 1:1.06, is
negligible. In a numerical simulation, it was seen that th
together with small wave-plate misalignment and the ph
noise between the pulses, produces significant degradatio
the detected squeezing. This effect is strongest for w
plates standing at 22.5°, i.e., forŜ2 measurements.

V. CONCLUSION

Quantum information and communication are importa
fields for the future. Due to the ease of detection of
Stokes operators, polarization squeezing will play an imp
tant role in the development of these fields, not least a
pt

h

ys

e

c-
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basis for polarization entanglement. This paper investiga
polarization squeezing of intense pulses, using amplit
squeezed pulses generated by the Kerr nonlinearity of a g
fiber. It was seen in three calculated examples that signific
squeezing in the Stokes parameters requires stable sp
overlap of two amplitude squeezed beams. This was s
ported by discussion of experimental results for a single a
plitude squeezed beam as well as two overlapped ampli
squeezed beams. In the former, only conventional sin
mode quadrature squeezing was seen through the Stoke
erators whereas the latter exhibited polarization squeezin
Ŝ1 with Ŝ3 as its conjugate variable.
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